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Exploring preferences for variable delays over fixed delays to high-value food rewards as a model of food-seeking behaviours in humans

Laura-Jean G. Stokes, Anna Davies, Paul Lattimore, Catharine Winstanley and Robert D. Rogers

Abstract

Foraging and operant models suggest that animals will tolerate uncertainty or risk to obtain food quickly. In modern food environments, sustained access to quick energy-dense foods can promote weight gain. Here, we used a discrete-choice procedure to examine peoples' decisions about when next to eat high-value, palatable food rewards, probabilistically delivered immediately or following longer delays. In Experiment 1, moderately hungry young females showed consistent preferences for a variable delay option that delivered food rewards immediately or following long delays over a fixed delay option that delivered the same rewards following intermediate delays. These preferences were stronger in females with higher BMIs compared with lower BMIs, suggesting that quick food can enhance the value of uncertain or 'risky' food-seeking strategies in individuals vulnerable to future weight gain. In Experiment 2, prior exposure to a subtle and not easily identifiable food aroma increased selections of the variable delay option following delayed food rewards in a mixed sample of male and female adults, providing preliminary evidence that food cues can sustain uncertain food-seeking strategies. These data highlight a working hypothesis that the rapid delivery and consumption of food rewards, and food cues, can increase risk-tolerance in the food-seeking behaviours of individuals who are vulnerable to weight gain.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Risk taking and impulsive behaviour: fundamental discoveries, theoretical perspectives and clinical implications’.

1. Introduction

Evolutionary perspectives posit that the current population prevalence of obesity (and its broader health consequences) reflects the persistence of inherited food-seeking strategies that favour the over-consumption of energy-dense foods in food-enriched environments [1–3]. Specifically, activation of these strategies in environments in which energy-dense foods are readily available (at vastly reduced travel and energy costs) promotes positive energy budgets and facilitates weight gain [1]. Possibly, this food-seeking/food environment mismatch reflects the continuance of ‘thrifty’ genes [4], selectively neutral genetic ‘drift’ (which accounts for the varying incidence of obesity across individuals) [5,6] or the moderation of genetic influences upon food-seeking behaviours by climate change [7]. Despite the interest that these ideas have attracted [3] and, arguably, their face validity against evidence that some eating behaviours can contribute to obesity [8,9]—there has been relatively little experimental investigation of peoples' food-seeking strategies and their relationships with risk factors for longer-term weight gain.

One way to investigate such a connection is to examine the decisions that people make about when they will next eat; hereafter, called ‘food-scheduling behaviours’. Animals tend to make risk-averse selections for small and certain food rewards (on the one hand) over larger uncertain food rewards (on the other hand). However, animals also tend to show risk-seeking selections for food rewards that might be available very quickly or following longer delays [10–12]. Notwithstanding uncertainty about whether these risk-seeking biases reflect fluctuating (and negative) energy budgets (as indicated by Risk Sensitivity Theory) [13–15] or the greater salience of shorter delays compared with prolonged delays in memory (as in Scalar Expectancy Theory) [16], animals' food-seeking behaviours
typically place a distinct premium upon obtaining food quickly, which sometimes wins out against the risks of sometimes sustaining longer delays to food and its energy pay-offs.

Within operant settings too, animals consistently exhibit strongly biased responding towards variable (VI) over fixed interval (FI) reinforcement schedules, reflecting the heightened expectancy of quick rewards [17–22]. In addition, we have demonstrated, using a discrete-choice method in rats, that preferences for variable over fixed delays to opportunities to earn food rewards are mediated by activity within corticolimbic circuitry [23] and its monoamine neuromodulation [24]. Humans too can show preferences for variable delays to non-food rewards in ways that reflect the relative probability (and distributions) of shorter over longer delays [21,22,25] and, possibly, sensitivity to (analogue) energy budgets [26]. To date though, there have been no tests of preferences for variable over fixed delays for edible food rewards in humans.

In a clinical context, investigations of choices involving delays to food rewards have focused on delay discounting and observations that, for humans and animals alike, the value of rewards tends to diminish (or be discounted) with the delay to receipt or consumption [27,28]. These delay discounting rates can be faster in groups at risk of weight gain, or in clinical groups with obesity, metabolic or eating disorders [29–37], possibly influencing the evaluation of food portions over inter-meal intervals [38]. However, while tests of delay discounting highlight links between impulsiveness and obesity [32], they do not help us to understand peoples’ tolerance of risk for variable over fixed delays to high-value edibles, or how the experience of high-value foods delivered and consumed immediately might influence subsequent food-seeking behaviours in individuals at elevated risk of weight gain.

Here, we explored a novel discrete-choice computerized ‘food-scheduling’ procedure in order to assess individuals’ decisions about when next to eat; and their risk-tolerance as preferences for variable delay options (that might deliver food rewards quickly or following longer delays) over fixed (intermediate) delays to high-value (i.e. energy-dense and palatable) food rewards. We tested preferences for ‘risky’ variable delays against a simple risk factor for further weight gain: body mass index (BMI) (Experiment 1) and their modulation by prior exposure to external food cues, here operationalized as a food (chocolate) aroma (Experiment 2).

Obesity and weight gain may be associated with specific difficulties in learning about food rewards [39]. Therefore, we were particularly interested in testing whether food rewards delivered and consumed immediately enhance preferences for behavioural options that offer variable delays, as a way to model how the availability of quick food might strengthen uncertain or risky food-seeking behaviours. Our results lay the foundations for investigations in clinical populations and investigations of the neural and neuroscientific basis of these behaviours in human and animal models [24] (see also Humby et al. [40]).

2. Experiment 1

To begin with, we sought to test the hypothesis that healthy adult volunteers would tolerate risk as preferences for variable delay options (that might deliver food rewards immediately or following longer delays) over fixed (intermediate) delays to high-value food rewards (as either confectionary or savoury snacks). To maximize sensitivity to detect such risk-tolerance, we sought to remove some likely confounding variables. First, because there are significant gender differences in attitudes to food and calorie estimation that might be relevant to our food rewards [41,42] and in attitudes to risk/uncertainty per se [43–45], we restricted our sample to females.
Second, we also excluded individuals with severe obesity (as indicated by a BMI of 40 or more) or who reported at least potential significant eating disorder symptoms. Finally, because low mood can alter eating behaviours [46], we excluded individuals with recent depressive symptoms of at least moderate severity. In this way, Experiment 1 was intended to provide (boundary-condition) information about individuals’ preferences for variable over fixed delays for high-value rewards in the absence of some obvious confounding clinical factors.

(a) Method

Experiment 1 was approved by Bangor University (School of Psychology) Ethics Committee. All participants provided written informed consent.

(i) Participants: Sixty healthy adult female volunteers (mean age: 25 ± 1.4 years (standard error)) took part. Fifty participants were recruited from the Bangor University School of Psychology student panel or through word-of-mouth and were compensated with course credits. Ten local community participants received £15 for their time.

Exclusion criteria included (i) severe obesity as a BMI of 40 or more; (ii) moderate depressive symptoms as indicated by scores of 19 or more on the Beck Depression Inventory-II [47]; (iii) ‘caseness’ for DSM-IV eating disorders indicated by scores of 4 or more on any subscale of the Eating Disorders Examination-Questionnaire [48].

(ii) Psychometric questionnaires and self-report scales

Participants also completed the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11) [49] and the 18-item version of the Three-Factor Eating Questionnaire-Revised/TFEQ-R [50] to assess eating attitudes and behaviours. In Experiments 1 and 2, we found only modest associations between preferences for variable over fixed delays and BIS-11 scores. We also found inconsistent associations involving the restrained and uncontrolled eating subscales of the TFEQ-R [50], possibly reflecting differences in sample selection criteria and sample sizes. Therefore, we have chosen not to report these findings here, pending further investigation in carefully selected samples.

Finally, participants completed the Raven's Progressive Matrices-Short Form as a quick measure of cognitive ability [51]. There were no marked associations between preferences for variable over fixed delays and cognitive ability.

(iii) Food-scheduling assessment

In a discrete-choice procedure, participants completed 39 selections involving preferred food rewards or ‘treats’. On each selection, participants were presented with one green and one blue box (both 40 × 40 mm) on a standard touch-sensitive display (figure 1). The boxes were positioned 40 mm apart, subtending a viewing angle of approximately 7.26° at a viewing distance of approximately 630 mm.

Figure 1.

Schematic representation of the selection options and sequence of events in the discrete-choice food-scheduling procedure. On each selection, participants were presented with one green and one blue box, side by side on a touch-sensitive computer display. Touch-responses on one box (e.g. green) delivered food rewards either immediately (0 s) or following long delays (30 s). Touching the
other box (e.g. blue) delivered food rewards following fixed intermediate delays (15 s). Participants made 39 such selections.

Touching one of the boxes (e.g. the green box), with the index finger of the preferred hand, delivered a single food reward following variable delays of 0 or 30 s (each scheduled with probabilities of 0.5), while touching the other box delivered a single reward following a fixed delay of 15 s. Food rewards were delivered by a bespoke motorized dispenser into a plastic ‘hopper’ positioned within easy reach on participants’ right-hand side. A randomly jittered interval of 20 to 30 s allowed participants sufficient time to consume each reward before the next selection. Participant instructions are included in the electronic supplementary material.

The variable delay (e.g. green) and the fixed delay (e.g. blue) boxes appeared randomly on the left-hand or the right-hand side of the display over successive selections. The assignment of the colour of box (green or blue) to the variable or fixed delay options was counterbalanced across the participant sample.

(iv) Procedure

Participants were asked to fast for at least 2 h following breakfast or lunch prior to testing sessions scheduled for 11.00 or 16.00. On arrival, participants provided informed consent and completed the questionnaires. Their height and weight (to the nearest 0.1 cm kg–1) were measured in light clothing without shoes to calculate BMI as weight (kg)/(height (cm))2. Participants then provided ratings of hunger using a simple seven-point Likert scale with anchor points of ‘Not at all hungry’ to ‘Extremely hungry’.

Next, participants were shown small paper dishes of five sweet (Maltesers, Minstrels, Jelly Beans, Skittles and Revels) and five savoury (Hula Hoops Original, Cheese Puffs, Cheese Savouries, Pretzels and Twiglets) food rewards, and asked to rank them in order of preference from 1 to 5 for each food type. Participants chose between their highest-ranking sweet and savoury food rewards to determine their preferred treat for the experiment, and 39 of these ‘treats’ were loaded into the food dispenser.

Participants were left alone to complete the food-scheduling assessment in their own time. On its completion, participants were asked to rate again how hungry they felt using the seven-point Likert scale and complete a brief questionnaire about their awareness of the variable and fixed delay contingencies in the food-scheduling assessment, before being paid (if recruited from the community) and discharged.

(v) Data analysis

Statistical analysis (for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) was completed with R-Studio (v. 1.0.1.136). Experiment 1 yielded two dependent measures: (i) the proportion of (risky) variable delay over fixed delay selections and (ii) the latencies for selections between the two delay options. Participants’ proportions of variable delay selections were analysed with a sequence of mixed-effects binomial logistic models with both participant and selection (1 through 39) included as random effects in the intercepts. These models yield β-coefficients and standard errors; dividing the former by the latter yields Z-scores, allowing convenient significance tests (p < 0.05). As Experiment 1 (and Experiment 2) were exploratory, there was no correction for multiple comparisons. Full details of the model sequences are provided in the electronic supplementary materials.

Participants’ latencies as selection times (s) were analysed with normal-distribution models that included the same predictors, entered in the same sequence, as the logistic models. These models
yielded β-coefficients and standard errors; this time, tested with t-statistics against estimated
degrees of freedom. Preferences for the variable delay over fixed delay options were tested against
individuals’ questionnaire estimates of the contingencies of the food-scheduling assessment in
simple binomial models.

(b) Results

(i) Demographic, morphometric and psychometric sample characteristics

Participants’ demographic, recent mood and eating characteristics are shown in table 1. Forty
participants showed BMI scores within the healthy weight range (18.5 to 24.9); 18 showed BMIs in
the overweight range (25.0 to 29.9) and two showed BMIs in the obese range (30 to 39.9).
Participants were screened to ensure only modest depressive symptoms scored with the BDI-II [47]
and eating disorder symptoms scored with EDE-Q [48]. Participants reported slightly fewer concerns
about eating, shape, weight or restrained eating compared with unselected norms: 0.62 ± 0.06
(eating); 2.15 ± 0.10 (shape); 1.59 ± 0.06 (weight); and 1.25 ± 0.09 (restraint) [54].

Table 1.

Demographic, anthropometric and psychometric characteristics for Experiment 1 (n = 60) and
Experiment 2 (n = 35 × 2 groups). BMI: body mass index; BDI-II: Beck’s Depression Inventory-II (Beck
et al. [47]); EDE-Q: Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire (Fairburn et al. [48]); TFEQ-R: Three-
factor Eating Questionnaire-Revised (de Lauzon et al. [50]); BIS-11: Barratt’s Impulsiveness Scale
(Patton et al. [49]; Raven’s Progressive Matrices-Short Form (Arthur et al. [51]); PANAS: Positive and
Negative Affect Scale (Watson et al. [52]); PAD: Pleasure Arousal Dominance scale (Mehrabian [53]).

(ii) Proportionate selections of the (risky) variable delay option

Preferences for the variable over the fixed delay option were not moderated by the colour of box
assigned to either option, side of the screen on which the box assigned to the variable delay option
was presented across selections, time of day of the testing session, or type of food reward chosen by
participants (sweet confectionary or savoury snacks) (−0.14 ± 0.39 < β < 0.19 ± 0.37; electronic
supplementary materials, table S1).

Overall, participants showed marginal preferences for the variable compared with fixed delay option
(0.55 ± 0.03) (electronic supplementary material, table S1/Model 1; β = −0.72 ± 0.61). Those who
reported being more hungry before the food-scheduling assessment did not select the variable delay
option significantly more frequently than participants who reported being less hungry (electronic
supplementary material, table S1/Model 1; β = 0.19 ± 0.11). However, compared with having chosen
the fixed delay option and waiting for 15 s for the delivery of a food reward, participants were
significantly more likely to select the variable delay option if, having done so on previous selection,
they received (and consumed) a food reward immediately (0.60±0.03 versus 0.55±0.03) (electronic
supplementary material, table S1/Model 2; β = 0.23 ± 0.11, Z = 2.09, p < 0.05). By contrast,
participants were less likely to repeat their selections of the variable delay option if, on the previous
selection, they had received a food reward only after the longer delay of 30 s (0.49 ± 0.03 versus
0.55 ± 0.03) (β = −0.27 ± 0.12, Z = −2.25, p < 0.05).

Participants with higher BMIs were slightly, and non-significantly, less likely to choose the fixed delay
option twice in succession than participants with lower BMIs (figure 2) (electronic supplementary
material, table S1/Model 4; β = −0.07 ± 0.05). By comparison, they were more likely to opt again for
the variable delay option following immediate food rewards (figure 2) (electronic supplementary
material, table S1/Model 4; $\beta = 0.12 \pm 0.03, Z = 4.00, p < 0.01$) and at least as likely following rewards delivered after delays of 30 s ($\beta = 0.10 \pm 0.04, Z = 2.50, p < 0.05$).

Figure 2.

Mean proportion (and standard errors) of variable delay selections for low BMI participants (less than 20.2; less than 1 s.d. less than the mean; $n = 10$), mid-range ($n = 39$) and high BMI participants (greater than 26.5; less than 1 s.d. greater than the mean; $n = 11$) following delays of 0 s (variable delay), 15 s (fixed) or 30 s (variable delay) on previous selections. *$p < 0.05$ and **$p < 0.01$ selections of the variable delay option following delays of 0 or 30 s to food rewards as compared with selections of the variable delay option following fixed delays of 15 s. (BMIs categorized by $\pm 1$ s.d. for illustration only.)

(iii) Selection times between (risky) variable and fixed delay options

Participants were faster to select between the two delay options following selections of the variable delay option that delivered immediate food rewards compared with selections of the fixed delay option (2.09 ± 0.09 s versus 2.38 ± 0.12 s, respectively) (electronic supplementary material, table S2/Model 2; $\beta = -0.44 \pm 0.16, t = -2.75, p < 0.01$). Selection times did not differ much following selections of the variable delay option that delivered (delayed) food rewards after 30 s compared with delays of 15 s (2.30 ± 0.11 s versus 2.38 ± 0.12 s) ($\beta = -0.09 \pm 0.18$). Finally, participants with higher BMIs were not markedly faster or slower than participants with lower BMIs to select between the delay options following selections of the variable delay option that delivered immediate food rewards (electronic supplementary material, table S2/Model 4; $\beta = 0.04 \pm 0.05$) or following the longer delays of 30 s ($\beta = 0.02 \pm 0.06$).

(iv) Participants’ self-reported estimates of food-scheduling contingencies

Forty (/60) participants identified the variable delay option as their favourite of the two; unsurprisingly, they made more selections of this option ($\beta = 1.17 \pm 0.23, Z = 5.09, p < 0.01$). At a group level, participants’ estimates of their proportionate choices of the variable over the fixed delay option were quite accurate at 0.55 ± 0.03 (median = 0.60). Estimates of their own proportion of variable delay choices were strongly associated with higher numbers of such selections ($\beta = 3.51 \pm 0.40, Z = 8.77, p < 0.01$).

Participants markedly underestimated the average delay of the variable delay option (i.e. 0+30 s/2) at 9.05 ± 1.09 s (median = 6 s) compared with its actual value of 15 s. By contrast, participants’ estimates of the duration of the fixed option’s delay were more accurate at 14.53 ± 1.60 s (median = 10 s). Participants who provided shorter estimates of the average variable delays tended to select that option more frequently than those who reported longer estimates ($\beta = -0.04 \pm 0.02, Z = -2.00, p < 0.05$). There was little sign that these participants selected the variable delay option more frequently following the delivery of immediate food rewards ($\beta = 0.03 \pm 0.02$. Overall, participants dramatically underestimated the number of food rewards consumed: a mean of 24.75 ± 1.46 (median = 20) compared with the actual value at 39 treats.

(c) Discussion

Evolutionary perspectives on weight gain and obesity posit a mismatch between persisting food selection strategies that favour over-consumption of energy-dense food and an obesogenic environment in which such foods are easily accessed and consumed [1,2]. Foraging [10–16] and operant models [17–21,23,24] highlight animals’ tolerance of risk as a preference for variable delays over fixed intervals to food rewards. To the best of our knowledge, Experiment 1 is the first to
provide evidence (i) that moderately hungry humans show preferences for variable over fixed delays for high-value food rewards (consumed on-the-spot); (ii) that these preferences are strengthened by the quick delivery and consumption of food rewards; and (iii) that these risk-prone biases are, at least across the healthy/overweight range, enhanced in individuals at risk of weight gain by dint of higher rather than lower BMIs.

Obesity is associated with increased preferences for small immediate rewards (including, for example, money) at the expense of large delayed rewards, indicating a potential role for impulsivity in over-eating and weight gain [29–38]. From this perspective, preferences for variable over fixed delay options may reflect the higher combined (and non-discounted) value of immediate food rewards (delivered at 0 s) and the more heavily discounted food rewards (at 30 s) compared with intermediately discounted food rewards (at 15 s). Our observation that the immediate delivery of high-value food rewards can sustain selections of variable delays (to a greater extent in individuals with high BMIs rather than lower BMIs) supports a preliminary, working hypothesis that the consumption of quick food produces transient increases in their relative reward value in individuals vulnerable to longer-term weight gain.

Experiment 1 has several strengths. Our participants were free of significant recent depressive symptoms (which can interfere with eating behaviours) [46] and clinically significant symptoms for eating disorders. Thus, our demonstration that individuals’ preference for variable delays is strengthened by the delivery of immediate food rewards on prior selections (i.e. as quick foods) is unlikely to reflect co-occurring overt mood or eating-related psychopathology. Our participants completed the food-scheduling assessment with palatable food rewards (treats) picked out of a menu of five confectionary and five savoury snacks, ensuring that participants were responding for preferred high-value palatable foods. Finally, there was no indication that preferences for variable delays, selection times and the observed relationships with BMI were specific to particular food types or time-of-day.

Finally, we note that, consistent with scalar models of interval timing [16], our participants tended to underestimate the average value of the variable delays (9.05 ± 1.09 s compared with the actual value of 15 s). Moreover, underestimation of these delays was associated with increased preference for the variable delay option, suggesting that risk-seeking choices, as operationalized here, reflect (at least partially) the biased estimates of the available delays to food rewards [16].

In Experiment 2, we sought to extend the above findings by testing whether individuals’ food-scheduling behaviours, operationalized here as preferences for variable over fixed delays, are sensitive to environmental cues that signal the availability of a particular high-value food reward: chocolate.

3. Experiment 2

Modern food environments contain a plethora of food cues or stimuli that signal the easy availability of food [1,55,56]. However, these cues are more salient to some individuals than others [57,58] and more salient in certain situations or motivational states (such as deprivation; [59]). Food aromas can trigger food-seeking behaviours [60,61]. Experiment 1 demonstrated that moderately hungry healthy young females show small but consistent preferences for variable delays to food rewards but that these preferences can be enhanced following immediate food delivery and consumption. In Experiment 2, we conducted a preliminary investigation of whether preferences for variable delays to food rewards can be modulated by prior exposure to food cues.
Seventy adult participants were randomized to one of two groups. One group (scent-primed) was exposed to a subtle, not easily identifiable, chocolate aroma in a waiting room prior to completion of the food-scheduling assessment, altered to deliver small chocolate pieces as rewards. The other group (scent-absent/‘control’) were not exposed to any aroma in the waiting room prior to the food-scheduling assessment for the same chocolate rewards. We exposed participants to the chocolate aroma in the waiting room prior to the food-scheduling task in line with previous ‘priming’ protocols in food research [61]. We used a chocolate aroma as the olfactory cue and Cadbury’s chocolate pieces™ as the reward because our pilot testing had identified a reliable protocol in which the chocolate aroma reached a discreet, discernible intensity that could be identified only once participants were aware of its presence.

Experiment 2 included several other design amendments. First, Experiment 1 had implemented relatively stringent inclusion/exclusion criteria to remove or mitigate some confounding factors. In particular, because males and females can differ in their attitudes to food and calorie estimation [41,42] and attitudes to risk [43–45], this meant using only female participants. In Experiment 2, we relaxed our gender, mood and eating-disorder symptom exclusions. This allowed us to examine whether preferences for variable over fixed delays to palatable food rewards are evident in a mixed gender and (relatively unrestricted) sample.

Second, Experiment 1 included participants who were moderately hungry. However, food cues can sometimes promote eating behaviour even when people are sated [62]. Therefore, in Experiment 2, we allowed hunger and the time of day of the testing session to vary freely. Third, in addition to measuring the time needed to select between the variable and fixed delay options during the food-scheduling assessment, we also measured how long it took participants to collect food rewards from the hopper. This allowed us to examine whether prior exposure to an olfactory cue had similar impacts on both consummatory behaviours and variable versus fixed delay selections.

Finally, olfactory cues can be highly arousing [63]. Therefore, we included the Pleasure Arousal Dominance (PAD) scale [64] to measure any differences in arousal between the scent-primed and scent-absent/control participants. The PAD scale has been used in retail, to measure changes in consumers’ behaviour in response to environmental factors that constitute ‘store atmospherics’ [65,66]. We also included the state version of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) [52] and a measure of chocolate attitudes and liking [67] to capture individual differences in the valuation of chocolate.

(a) Method

Ethical approval was granted by Bangor University School of Psychology Research Ethics committee. All participants provided informed, written consent.

(i) Participants

Twenty-five healthy male and 45 female adults (mean age 20.74 ± 0.50 years) were recruited from Bangor University psychology student participant panel and were compensated with course credits. Their mean BMI was 23.09 ± 0.36 (19 to 33.5). Exclusion criteria were relaxed compared with Experiment 1 and consisted of any self-reported food allergies and/or a BMI above 40 indicating severe obesity.

(ii) Psychometric questionnaires and self-report scales

Participants completed the same measures as in Experiment 1 (table 1) and the PAD scale [53], PANAS [52] and chocolate scale [67].
(iii) Food aroma primes

Thirty-five participants were exposed to a subtle non-identifiable chocolate aroma or scent. This prime was delivered in a small waiting room next door to the room in which the food-scheduling task was to be completed. To deliver the prime, we used a chocolate scented cartridge (www.scentair.co.uk/) and a small desk fan. Pilot testing (n = 20) allowed us to identify an optimal exposure that involved leaving the fan to disperse the scent actively for 65 s, followed by free dispersal for 3 min before the participants entered the room. Under these conditions, participants were able to identify that an aroma was present but were not able to identify reliably that aroma as chocolate in free-recall. However, when given the forced-choice of chocolate, Haribo sweets, toffee or cinnamon, participants tended to identify chocolate reliably; see the ‘Manipulation check’ section below. Participants remained in the scented room for 6 min to allow enough time to complete the PAD (to measure arousal) [53], the PANAS (to measure state affect) [52] and the BIS-11 questionnaires [49].

(iv) Food-scheduling assessment

The food-scheduling assessment was the same as reported in Experiment 1. However, all participants completed the assessment for half-squares of Cadbury’s Dairy Milk chocolate (to be congruent with the scent prime). We also collected latencies for the time taken to reach for and retrieve the chocolate pieces by means of a light-sensitive (infrared) diode positioned just inside the mouth of the food hopper.

(v) Procedure

On arrival, participants completed the protocol questionnaires and the Raven’s Progressive Matrices-Short Form [51], before providing anthropometric measurements and a single rating of their current hunger using the same seven-point Likert scale as in Experiment 1. Next, participants were taken to the waiting room (which had been scented with a chocolate aroma for participants in the scent-primed group to be exposed to the prime for 6 min) while completing the PANAS [52], the PAD [64] and the BIS-11 [49] questionnaires. Participants in the scent-absent/control group followed exactly the same procedure. However, the same waiting room where they completed the extra questionnaires was not scented with a chocolate aroma.

Following this, participants were moved to the testing room (which was free of chocolate aroma for both groups) and completed the food-scheduling assessment. Participants started the food-scheduling assessment as soon as they were ready and the experimenter exited the room. On completion of the food-scheduling assessment, participants provided a second hunger rating and answered a debriefing questionnaire about the contingencies of the variable and fixed delay options. Finally, as a manipulation check, all participants answered questions about their awareness of the chocolate aroma (see below) before being thanked and discharged.

(vi) Manipulation check

First, we asked both participant groups if they could smell anything (coded as a binary variable, with ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses) in the waiting room. Second, participants were presented with a forced-choice from chocolate, Haribo sweets, toffee or cinnamon as to which they thought best described the aroma that had been circulated in the room.

(vii) Data analysis
Group-matching for demographic, anthropometric characteristics and manipulation checks were assessed with χ2 statistics and standard linear models. All participants were included in the data analyses. Proportions of variable delay over fixed delay selections were assessed with a sequence of mixed-effects binomial logistic models. Variable over fixed delay selections were tested against gender and hunger in two preliminary models; see electronic supplementary materials for more details. Selection and food collection latencies were tested using normal-distribution models with equivalent structures; see the electronic supplementary material for more details.

Experiment 2 produced somewhat noisier data than Experiment 1. We found the same associations between variable delay selections following immediate food rewards (on the one hand) and BMI (on the other hand) in the scent-absent/control participants as observed in Experiment 1 (β = 0.39 ± 0.15, Z = 2.6, p < 0.01). However, selections as a function of BMI were markedly disrupted in the scent-primed participants and the models that tested the higher-order interactive effects of group (scent-primed versus scent-absent/control), delay to reward delivery on previous selections and BMI were not robust as assessed by fit statistics. Therefore, in light of the relatively low statistical power offered by Experiment 2 (which was principally intended to test the effects of prior exposure to food cues), the models involving BMI are not described here. However, they are available from the corresponding author.

(b) Results

(i) Group-matching: demographic, morphometric and psychometric features

Demographic, anthropometric and psychometric data for the scent-primed and scent-absent participants are displayed in table 1. Within the scent-absent/control group, 25 participants showed BMI scores within the healthy weight range, nine showed BMIs in the overweight range and one showed a BMI score in the obese range. Within the scent-primed group, 26 participants showed BMI scores within the healthy weight range, nine showed BMIs in the overweight range and two showed BMI scores in the obese range.

As expected, participants’ mean scores on the BDI-II [47] and EDE-Q [48] indicated low or mild eating or mood concerns overall. At baseline, the two participant groups were closely matched in their hunger ratings prior to the food-scheduling assessment (4.29 ± 0.23 versus 3.89 ± 0.26, respectively) (β = 0.03 ± 0.07). The scent-primed and the scent-absent/control participants showed no significant differences in their (PAD) state arousal (17.68 ± 0.52 versus 18.51 ± 0.63) (β = 0.84 ± 0.8). State positive affect was unchanged but the scent-primed participants showed a small reduction in their negative affect (12.29 ± 0.62 versus 13.47 ± 0.66) (β = 0.19 ± 0.15, t(7.28)= −2.05, p < 0.05).

(ii) Manipulation checks

Twenty-two out of the 35 (63%) of the scent-present participants reported that they detected an aroma in the waiting room prior to the food-scheduling assessment, compared with five out of 35 participants (15%) of the scent-absent/control participants (as probed by the question ‘Could you smell anything?’; χ2 2 (1) =16.79 χ1(1)2=16.79, p < 0.001). Participants reported smelling chocolate more frequently than the other aromas in both the scent-primed (χ2(3) = 40.31, p < 0.01) and scent-absent groups (χ2(3) = 8.31, p = 0.04) (see electronic supplementary material, table S3). While the number of scent-primed participants who correctly identified chocolate as a forced-choice was elevated in comparison with the scent-absent participants (25 versus 16 out of 35), this was not significant (χ2 2 (3) =4.89 χ3(2)=4.89, p = 0.18).

(iii) Proportionate selections of the (risky) variable delay option
Gender and hunger: Overall, preference for variable delays to chocolate rewards was only very marginally influenced by gender and hunger. Preferences for the variable over the fixed delay option did not vary much between males and females (see electronic supplementary material, table S4 for details), either overall ($0.52 \pm 0.04$ versus $0.53 \pm 0.03$) ($\beta = 0.04 \pm 0.07$), following chocolate rewards delivered immediately ($0.61 \pm 0.06$ versus $0.59 \pm 0.04$) ($\beta = 0.02 \pm 0.21$), following delays of 30 s ($0.46 \pm 0.04$ versus $0.48 \pm 0.04$) ($\beta = 0.09 \pm 0.22$) or following exposure to the chocolate aroma ($\beta = -0.19 \pm 0.41$). Neither did selections of the variable delay option differ much between males and females in the scent-primed groups compared with the scent-absent groups following delays of 0 or 30 s ($\beta = 0.71 \pm 0.43$ and $\beta = 0.55 \pm 0.46$).

In contrast to Experiment 1, preference for the variable delay option was slightly increased with hunger but only following 30 s delays (see electronic supplementary material, table S5) ($\beta = 0.31 \pm 0.08$, $Z = 3.88$). There was no significant change in variable delay selections over fixed delay selections in relation to state hunger following exposure to the chocolate aroma (see electronic supplementary material, table S5 for the data) ($\beta = 0.07 \pm 0.14$) or in the scent-present compared with scent-absent groups following chocolate rewards delivered after 0 or 30 s (electronic supplementary material, table S5) ($\beta = 0.23 \pm 0.15$ and $\beta = 0.17 \pm 0.15$).

As expected, preferences for the variable over fixed delays were not modulated much by the colour of box assigned to either option or time of day ($-0.08 \pm 0.25 < \text{all } \beta$s $< 0.80 \pm 0.85$). But, participants did choose the variable delay option more frequently when presented on the right-hand side compared with the left-hand side of the display ($0.55 \pm 0.01$ versus $0.51 \pm 0.01$), ($\beta = 0.21 \pm 0.08$, $Z = 2.43$, $p < 0.05$). Therefore, this predictor was retained in all subsequent models (see electronic supplementary material, table S6).

Effects of food aroma: As we found in Experiment 1, participants were more likely to choose the variable delay option when, having selected that option on the previous opportunity, they had received chocolate immediately ($0.60 \pm 0.03$ versus $0.53 \pm 0.03$) (electronic supplementary material, table S6/Model 2; $\beta = 0.47 \pm 0.10$, $Z = 4.70$, $p < 0.01$). Exposure to the chocolate aroma was not associated with clear shifts in overall preference for the variable delays over the fixed delay ($0.52 \pm 0.03$ versus $0.53 \pm 0.03$) (electronic supplementary material, table S6/Model 3; $\beta = -0.03 \pm 0.19$). However, participants in the scent-primed group were significantly more likely than participants in the scent-absent (control group) to select the variable delay option again if, having done so on previous selections, they had received chocolate rewards following delays of 30 s (figure 3) ($0.52 \pm 0.04$ versus $0.43 \pm 0.04$) (electronic supplementary material, table S6/Model 4; $\beta = 0.62 \pm 0.22$, $Z = 2.87$, $p < 0.05$). By contrast, there were no marked changes in the frequency of variable delay selections following immediate delivery and consumption of chocolate rewards in the scent-primed compared with the scent-absent/control participants ($0.59 \pm 0.05$ versus $0.61 \pm 0.04$) (electronic supplementary material, table S6/Model 4; $\beta = 0.17 \pm 0.21$).

Figure 3.

Mean proportion (and standard errors) of variable delay schedule selections over fixed delay schedule selections for chocolate food rewards in the scent-primed participants (exposed previously to a chocolate aroma; $n = 35$) and scent-absent/control participants ($n = 35$) following delays to reward delivery of 0, 15 or 30 s on previous selections. *$p < 0.05$, selections of the variable delay option following delays to food rewards of 30 s compared with the selections of variable delay option following the fixed delay of 15 s in the scent-primed compared with scent-absent participants.
(iv) Selection times for variable (risky) and fixed delay options

Participants made faster selections between the variable and fixed delay options when they had received chocolate rewards following delays of 0 s compared with fixed delays of 15 s on preceding selections (2.30 ± 0.11 versus 2.94 ± 0.12) (electronic supplementary material, table S7/Model 2; β = −0.54 ± 0.16, t2562.10 = −3.38, p < 0.01) and, in contrast to Experiment 1, following delays of 30 s (2.42 ± 0.08 versus 2.94 ± 0.12) (β = −0.39 ± 0.17; t2560.40 = −2.32, p < 0.05). These patterns were not changed in the scent-primed compared with the scent-absent/control participants (electronic supplementary material, table S7/Model 4; −0.55 ± 0.34 < all βs < 0.47 ± 0.32).

(v) Collection times for variable and fixed delay options

Females were slower to retrieve their food rewards than males (electronic supplementary material, table S8/Model 1; β = 0.48 ± 0.19, t4580.00 = 2.58, p < 0.05). (This predictor was retained in all models.) Overall, participants were quicker to collect chocolate rewards on selections that followed delays of 0 s compared with delays of 15 s (2.43 ± 0.08 versus 2.65 ± 0.09) (electronic supplementary material, table S8/Model 2; β = −0.21 ± 0.05, t1775.10 = −4.71, p < 0.001). Collection latencies were not much affected by exposure to the chocolate aroma for the scent-primed compared with scent-absent participants (2.34 ± 0.05 versus 2.39 ± 0.05) (electronic supplementary material, table S8/Model 3; β = −0.17 ± 0.17). There were no substantial changes in food collection times for the scent-primed compared with the scent-absent/control participants following selections that delivered chocolate rewards immediately or after delays of 30 s (see electronic supplementary material, table S8/Model 3; −0.16 ± 0.17 < βs < −0.04 ± 0.09).

(vi) Self-reported choice between variable and fixed delay options

Finally, associations between participants’ preferences for the variable delay option over the fixed delay option (on the one hand) and their estimates of the food-scheduling contingencies (on the other hand) were comparable to those of Experiment 1. This included the observation that participants who provided shorter estimates of the combined (i.e. average) variable delays selected that option more frequently than those who estimated longer delays following immediate rewards (β = −0.01 ± 0.00, Z = −2.57, p < 0.05) and following rewards delivered after 30 s (β = −0.02 ± 0.01, Z = −2.00, p < 0.05). Other details can be found in the electronic supplementary material.

c) Discussion

Experiment 2 provides an exploratory investigation of the effects of environmental food cues—operationalized as a subtle chocolate aroma—on food-scheduling behaviours for high-value chocolate rewards. We hypothesized that prior exposure to a chocolate aroma would increase preferences for the variable delay option delivering chocolate rewards compared with non-exposure. We found a modest increase in the proportion of variable delay selections over fixed delay selections in the scent-primed participants compared with the scent-absent participants but only following extended delays of 30 s. Selection times were also speeded following choice of the variable delay. However, pre-exposure to the chocolate aroma did not alter selection times or collection times. Although clearly preliminary, this is the first report of links between preferences for variable over fixed delays to palatable food rewards and prior exposure to food primes in human experimental subjects.

Broadly speaking, these results replicate those of Experiment 1. Participants chose the variable delay option more frequently following the delivery of immediate food rewards on previous selections. Participants were also faster to make their next selections and collect subsequent food rewards,
following the immediate delivery and consumption of food rewards. Although the scent-primed participants showed a small reduction in state negative affect compared with the scent-absent participants following exposure to the aroma, the groups reported equivalent arousal (as measured by the PAD questionnaire [53,63,68]). Therefore, the modestly altered preferences for the variable compared with fixed delay options in the former participants cannot be attributed to differences in arousal following exposure to the chocolate aroma. Similarly, there were no marked differences between the scent-primed and scent-absent/control participants in terms of demographic and anthropometric characteristics, impulsiveness (as measured by the BIS-11), recent depressive symptomology (as measured by the BDI), cognitive ability (as measured by the short form of the Raven's Matrices) or concerns involving eating, body shape or weight (as indicated by the EDE-Q).

Experiment 2 extends the findings of Experiment 1 in several respects. First, pilot testing allowed us to achieve an intensity of chocolate aroma in response to which more scent-primed than scent-absent participants detected a smell (22 versus 5 out of 35), but showed only a slight increase in the ability to identify chocolate in a forced-choice test with three sweet aroma distractors (25 versus 16). This demonstrates that, while the chocolate aroma was identifiable to the level of awareness, it was not sufficiently strong to influence the food-scheduling behaviour through the conscious expectations of chocolate as a powerful, high-value reward.

Second, Experiment 2 demonstrated preferences for variable over fixed delays to food rewards in a mixed sample of men and women. Although we found little evidence that these preferences were stronger or weaker in one gender compared with the other, a larger experiment will be needed to test this possibility properly. Third, in contrast to Experiment 1, participants' hunger was left uncontrolled to vary over testing sessions that might have occurred at any time of the working day. Other evidence suggests that exposure to food cues can stimulate consumption in people who are already sated [62]. Experiment 2 shows that food cues may also modulate preferences between variable and fixed delays in participants with varying levels of state hunger.

Our environment contains a plethora of food cues or stimuli that signal easy access to food [57–59]. Some of these, such as food aromas, can trigger food-seeking behaviours [60,61]. Our finding that prior exposure to a subtle chocolate aroma did not increase selections of the variable over the fixed delay option following the delivery of immediate food rewards on previous selections but did so following delivery of those same rewards after 30 s, suggests a more generalized enhancement of preference rather than one driven by solely the value of immediate or quick food. Possibly, the magnitude of this enhancement could be further increased by stronger aromas, by visual and olfactory cues or by manipulations of motivational state such as hunger.

Animal models of delay discounting indicate that the presence of conditioned cues (CS+) during prolonged delays to rewards can reduce discounting rates in comparison with when the cue (CS+) is not presented during delays [69–71]. Possibly, prior exposure to the chocolate aroma that signalled the availability of a high-value reward (chocolate pieces) acted as a cue, or prime, to sustain tolerance of the longer delays of 30 s, sustaining subsequent selections of the variable delay option.

Finally, Experiment 2 included an additional measure of the latencies to collect food rewards from the food hopper where the chocolate rewards were delivered. Collection times were faster when participants received and consumed their food rewards immediately on the previous selections. This suggests that the impact of quick food extends beyond the selection of variable over fixed delay options to facilitate consummatory behaviours as participants reach for and eat high-value food rewards.
4. General discussion

Evolutionary perspectives on obesity (and its broader health consequences) posit a mismatch between persisting food-seeking strategies that favour over-consumption of energy-dense foods and environments that afford these foods at massively reduced travel and energy costs, facilitating positive energy budgets and weight gain [1–3]. While the theoretical background for these proposals has been discussed widely [3–7,9], there has been relatively little experimental work around peoples’ food-seeking strategies and their relationships with relevant risk factors for weight and metabolic problems. In two experiments with (non-clinical) human adults, we explored a prominent food-seeking bias observed in foraging and operant contexts across species, i.e. preferences for opportunities that afford the possibility of immediate access to high-value food rewards at the risk of relatively prolonged delays [10–25] and the modulation of these preferences by BMI and food cues.

Operationalized in a ‘food-scheduling’ assessment that involved decisions about when next to eat, the preliminary results demonstrate (i) that males and females (without severe obesity) show modest but consistent preferences for variable delays that offer rewards delivered immediately or following prolonged delays over fixed intermediate delays; (ii) that these preferences, the speed of selections between these options, and the collection of high-value food rewards are all enhanced following the immediate delivery and consumption of these food rewards on previous selections; (iii) that the enhanced preferences for variable delays following immediate food rewards show some further enhancement in individuals with higher rather than lower BMI; and (iv) that preferences for variable delays can be enhanced following prior exposure to olfactory food cues. These data demonstrate that humans, like animals, will tolerate degrees of risk (as uncertainty) when making decisions about when next to eat.

Preferences for variable delays over fixed delays may be mediated by several mechanisms. Possibly, the variable delay option sustained a higher combined value of immediate food rewards (delivered at 0 s) and heavily discounted food rewards (delivered at 30 s) compared with the fixed delay option immediately discounted food rewards (delivered at 15 s). Our observation that the delivery of quick foods sustained subsequent selections of the variable delay option, speeded subsequent selections and speeded the collection (and consumption) of food rewards suggests transient increases in the value of the variable delay option. Individuals who are vulnerable to obesity, weight gain and associated metabolic disorders or certain eating disorders tend to discount rewards (including food rewards) rapidly [29–38] and also show changes in how they learn about food rewards [39]. Experiment 1’s finding that preferences for variable delays over fixed delays were further enhanced in individuals with higher BMIs relative to lower BMIs following the quick delivery of food rewards supports the tentative hypothesis that vulnerability to weight gain is associated with changes in the evaluation of uncertain food-seeking strategies.

Food-seeking and consumption can also be driven by environmental cues including food aromas [60–62]. Experiment 2’s finding that prior exposure to a chocolate aroma increased the selection of the variable delay option following chocolate rewards delivered after delays of 30 s suggests a generalized enhancement of preference rather than one driven by the value of quick food. Conditioned cues that predict the eventual delivery of rewards can support preferences over prolonged delays [69,70]. In a complementary way, our data suggest that pre-exposure to cues that signal the availability of high-value foods can sustain food-seeking strategies that turn on the relative balance of immediate/uncertain rewards versus delayed/certain rewards.
Foraging models suggest that animals’ biases towards variable delay over fixed delay reinforcement opportunities can reflect energy budgets that once depleted—for example, following food deprivation—promote risk-tolerance (as described in Risk Sensitivity Theory) [13–15]. None of our experiments manipulated energy budgets directly and there was only weak evidence that preferences for variable delays reflected participants’ ratings of state hunger (as a crude indicator of negative energy budgets). This is broadly in line with the operant evidence in other species [17–19].

In addition, foraging perspectives attribute risk-seeking behaviour (over delays to food) to the more variable representations of longer time-intervals in memory compared with shorter time-intervals so that the latter delays are over-weighted in selections between food-seeking options (as in Scalar Expectancy Theory) [16]. Consistent with this, we note that participants in Experiment 1 tended to underestimate the combined value of the variable delays (9.05 ± 1.09 s compared with the actual value of 15 s). Further, this underestimation was linked to increased preferences for the variable delays, suggesting that our food-scheduling behaviour reflects (in part) participants’ explicit (or otherwise) estimates of delays to food rewards.

Finally, operant perspectives might posit that variability of individuals’ preferences for variable delays reflect a ‘matching’ operation with the experienced rate per unit time of (discounted) rewards delivered [17]. Our current work is testing between these possibilities but, in particular, focusing upon what individuals learn in our food-scheduling assessment and how this varies with risk factors for weight gain.

Notwithstanding the above possibilities, our results lay the foundations for investigations both in clinical populations and of the neural and neuroscientific basis of these behaviours in human and animal models. Recently, using a comparable discrete-choice task, we demonstrated that administration of the D2 receptor antagonist (but not the D1 receptor agonist, SCH23390) and the 5-HT1A receptor agonist, 8-OH-DPAT, dose-dependently attenuates rats’ preferences for risky options that might minimize delays to earn food rewards but at the risk of longer and increasing delays [24]. Future work, using analogues of the food-scheduling assessment introduced here can help us to understand the neurochemistry of food-seeking strategies and identify therapeutic targets in relation to obesity and weight gain [40].